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How to navigate National
Practitioner Data Bank
reports effectively

over time, such as impairment due to substance abuse or

Legal experts offer tips for medical staffs
and practitioners

that leads to an NPDB report.

mental or personality disorders. Therefore, it’s important
that the medical staff take progressive disciplinary action
and avoid trying to fix a series of problems with one action
Along the way, the medical staff should communicate
with its legal counsel to ensure that the actions it is taking

Nothing grabs a credentials committee’s attention like
a National Practitioner Data Bank (NPDB) report. It’s a

meet legal standards.
“What I see sometimes is that people tolerate bad be-

serious, career-long mark against a practitioner and a

havior for 20 years, and then they want to take action

substantial action for a hospital to take.

today,” Morrigan

To ensure that both sides know how to navigate these

says. In situations

reports effectively and repeal them when necessary, read

such as these, the

the following tips from Shirley P. Morrigan, Esq., a

response from

partner at Los Angeles–based Foley & Lardner, LLP, and

the practitioner is

Frances Cullen, Esq., an Atlanta-based attorney who

usually, “If you’re

specializes in healthcare issues.

mad at me for 20

Advice for the medical staff
➤➤ Talk to your legal counsel sooner rather than

years of actions,

“I think it’s a good idea for
people to know what’s
on their data bank report
and check it periodically
because then they can
correct any inaccuracies.”
—Frances Cullen, Esq.

why did you reappointment me 10 times?”
It’s a valid point from the practitioner and one that

later about problem practitioners. Most problems

the courts will likely listen to, especially if the medical

that medical staffs identify in practitioners have developed

staff didn’t follow the corrective action steps outlined in

IN THIS ISSUE
p. 3 	NPDB reports fall short of
expectations

Medical staffs aren’t reporting problem
physicians to the NPDB as often as expected;
whether this is good or bad is up for debate.
p. 5

p. 6

Fair hearings for advanced practice professionals

about these problem practitioners will help avoid hastily
made reports to fix years of problems.
➤➤ Meet about final disciplinary actions and the
NPDB report. Morrigan recommends spelling out summary suspension language in the bylaws. Such language

CPRLI answers your most pressing questions about the dos and don’ts of
fair hearings for advanced practice professionals.

should state that within a week after the MEC’s meet-

Sample bylaws language

suspension, it should meet face-to-face with the prac-

This sample bylaws language should give you a running start when
determining when to trigger a hearing for an APP.
p. 8

its bylaws. Keeping your legal counsel regularly updated

Recent court rulings

Read a rundown of recent court cases involving credentialing and peer
review issues.

ing during which it discusses a potential practitioner
titioner. The MEC should notify the practitioner of this
meeting in advance so the practitioner can consult his or
her legal counsel.
However, when the MEC and practitioner meet, neither side should have legal counsel present. The pur> continued on p. 2
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pose of the meeting is for the MEC to state why it wants

all privileges if the practitioner only has problems per-

to suspend the practitioner, and the practitioner has a

forming a few of them, says Morrigan. For example,

chance to state his or her case.

if a practitioner has OB/GYN privileges and only has

Afterward, the MEC meets again and formally decides

problems performing obstetrical procedures, Morrigan

whether to uphold or rescind the suspension. If the MEC

would advise the medical staff not to terminate the gy-

upholds the suspension, it should also decide what de-

necological privileges.

finitive action it wants to recommend, such as termina-

If a medical staff uses this targeted disciplinary action,

tion or permanent restriction. Keep in mind that, with

it may be possible for a practitioner to continue working

the exception of summary suspension, a practitioner on a

at an organization while he or she goes through a hear-

hospital’s medical staff is entitled to a hearing and ap-

ing and appeal. The practitioner may file a dispute against

peal before an NPDB report is filed.

the organization for the NPDB report it filed. This could

➤➤ Take targeted actions and suspend privileges
as needed. Medical staffs shouldn’t hastily suspend

create a tense working situation between the medical
staff and the practitioner, and the involved parties need
to consider ways to manage this.
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➤➤ Consider alternative disciplinary actions.

➤➤ Ask counsel about legal standards. A recent
not know when they are required to report peer review
actions to the state licensure board. “I don’t think they
should be required to know; that’s what the medical
staff lawyer is around for,” says Morrigan.

Advice for practitioners
Note: MSPs can pass along the following section of the
article to medical staff members and leaders as an educational tool.
➤➤ Know your rights and options. Practitioners
spend years training for their clinical responsibilities, but
not nearly as much time is spent learning about the legal

For permission to reproduce part or all of this newsletter for external distribution or use in educational packets, contact the Copyright Clearance Center at www.copyright.com or 978/750-8400.
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or administrative aspects of their careers. “I think it’s a
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When licensure boards and organizations file their re-

good idea for people to know what’s on their data bank

ports, there are codes that describe the action that trig-

report and check it periodically because then they can

gered the report. Sometimes, boards or organizations

correct any inaccuracies,” says Cullen.The NPDB details

are willing to change these codes. For example, the dif-

practitioners’ options for disputing submitted reports on

ference between a patient abandonment and patient

its Web site (www.npdb-hipdb.hrsa.gov/dispute.html).

neglect code may make a difference in how a future em-

➤➤ Ask the organization to consider revising its
report before it’s submitted to the NPDB. If you are
concerned that a potential NPDB report is inaccurate,

ployer evaluates a practitioner with that code on his or
her record.
➤➤ Determine the level of interaction you want

discuss those concerns with the medical staff and legal

your legal counsel to have with the medical staff.

counsel before the medical staff submits the report. “If

The way a practitioner presents himself or herself to a

clients come to me early enough, we first try to resolve

medical staff during disciplinary disputes can affect the

the case or work with the reporting entity so the circum-

outcome. For example, if the practitioner seems willing

stances will not trigger a data bank report or try to ob-

to work with the medical staff and compromise on ac-

tain more favorable reporting language,” says Cullen.

tions, the medical staff may reciprocate that mind-set.

She notes that hospitals and licensing boards are often
amenable to changing the language in an NPDB report

Cullen says clients have approached her with questions about a case, explaining that they don’t want to

as long as the facts remain accurate.

> continued on p. 4

Are hospitals reporting enough practitioners to the NPDB?
Hospitals are not reporting practitioners to the Nation-

was no way in 1990 to predict how many reports hospi-

al Practitioner Data Bank (NPDB) as often as they should,

tals would file. The reporting requirements are technical

claims a May 2009 study by Health Research Group, a

and have never contemplated any alternative ways that

branch of the consumer advocacy organization Public

medical staffs could deal with their members. Medical

Citizen (www.citizen.org/documents/1873.pdf).

staff review is done by peers, and short of intense govern-

The study compared the number of reports the NPDB

mental oversight of the process, there is no way to assess

expected to receive to the number of reports it actually re-

whether an individual medical staff is meeting its reporting

ceived. “Prior to the opening of the NPDB in September

obligations.”

1990, the federal government estimated that 5,000 hospi-

Frances Cullen, Esq., an Atlanta-based attorney, agrees

tal clinical privilege reports would be submitted to the NPDB

with Morrigan’s assessment that medical staffs aren’t overly

on an annual basis, while the healthcare industry estimat-

negligent in reporting.

ed 10,000 reports per year. However, the average number

“There are ways to avoid data bank reports, which I don’t

of annual reports has been only 650 for the 17 years of the

think is necessarily bad,” Cullen says. “It certainly depends on

NPDB’s existence,” the report states.

the severity of the situation.”

What does the low number of incoming reports com-

For example, instead of a hospital suspending a practitio-

pared to initial estimates say about physician reporting?

ner’s privileges for more than 30 days as a disciplinary action,

Some lawyers dispute the conclusion that medical staffs

which the medical staff would be obliged to report to the

aren’t meeting their reporting obligations.

NPDB, Cullen suggests an alternative. The medical staff could

“I don’t believe that there is a huge number of practitio-

require the practitioner to undergo monitoring or attend

ners who aren’t being reported,” says Shirley P. Morrigan,

an educational course, which the NPDB does not require the

a partner at Los Angeles–based Foley & Lardner, LLP. “There

medical staff to report.

© 2009 HCPro, Inc.
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appear to the medical staff as though they are aggres-

port outlines the facts of a case as the reporting organiza-

sively pursuing legal action. In those cases, she tells them

tion sees them, this statement allows the practitioner to

what actions to take and what to say during medical staff

tell his or her side of the story.

hearings, but she will not directly contact the medical
staff on behalf of those clients.

The medical staff and individual practitioners should
consider these tips to help ease what is often a grueling

➤➤ Stick to the facts when disputing a case.

process. With the help of legal counsel, accurate report-

NPDB reports focus on the black-and-white facts of a

ing, and careful communication, both parties can help

case and don’t provide supplemental information, such

smooth NPDB reporting and peer review in general. n

as character references. Because of this, Cullen focuses
on the facts when she works with a client to petition an
organization to revise the report.
Character assessments contain qualitative information
that may be interpreted differently by different people.
However, quantitative information is easier to provide as
evidence. For example, if a report claims that a practitioner performed nine surgeries and made the same error

Poll results: NPDB reporting
A poll question on the Credentialing Resource Center
Blog asked HCPro readers whether they’ve ever worked at
an organization that reported a practitioner to the National
Practitioner Data Bank (NPDB) while they were working
there. More than 200 readers answered.

each time, but patient records show errors only occurred

Yes

during three surgeries, the organization is more likely to

No

revise its report.

31%

➤➤ File a statement with the report. If a practitioner is unsuccessful in getting an organization to revise its

69%

report and the NPDB denies the requests to repeal the
report, physicians have one other option: They can file a
statement to the NPDB that gets attached to the original
report. Think of this statement as the dissenting opinion
in a Supreme Court ruling. Although the main NPDB re-

Source: http://tinyurl.com/ybrvj43.
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